seen to fall into three main categories: (1) consumer advertising, which is directed towards the promotion of some product or service to the general public; (2) trade advertising, which is directed to dealers and professionals through appropriate trade publications and media, and (3) public relations advertising, which directed towards society by citizens or political agenda. The focus of this paper is on the first category; namely, consumer advertising.
The advertisements reach out to the consumers though various media such as radio, internet, pamphlet, television, billboard, magazines, newspaper, etc. We The writer focuses on the advertisement and all the content of the Ad through discourse analysis domain.
Jakarta Globe
The Jakarta Globe is a paper for This case presents in this situation below.
The women said "I get rain-rain when I go walk-walk" (saya kehujanan saat jalan-jalan) "Do you like mie? Still hot you know" (kamu suka mie? Masih panas lho)
In this conversation, it shows error diction and mix two language that make it is difficult be understood. In speaking, getting error in grammar is why not but it should appropriate when communication.
A common strategy in advertising language is to use very short potential Jakarta Globe has mission to educate, inform and join the debate over Indonesia's development goals will give it and editorial authority that makes the newspaper a high influence advertising and environment. Its 7 language, English, is a gentle reminder that Indonesians must as other nations are also learning to master the global language. This is happening, and ever-higher standards mean that our reader base grows daily.
Certainly, English fluency still tends to mark the readers out as well-educated, highachieving and cosmopolitan, but the target of appealing to the students and graduates of today connects us to a generation that will grow up with broad spending power and access to consumer information.
Conclusion
Discourse Analysis in advertisement is not only discussing about use of word and sentence but the whole aspect that served.
The speech act and semiotics are the other of discourse analysis. In the ads, we can see the whole of the discourse aspects that can be analyzed. We can use linguistic,
situational and cultural context to analyze.
Jakarta Globe is one of Indonesia news paper that engaged English as the language.
Jakarta Globe persuades the reader and consumer through advertisement. Jakarta 
